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1. Executive summary 

Working with chief risk officers (CROs) and other 
leading risk professionals, Chartis and TCS have 
undertaken an important piece of structural 
research and analysis that aims to understand 
how the CRO function1 (or risk function) and its 
culture and processes are evolving. Focusing on 
operating processes, the research looks at the 
CRO function’s overarching delivery mechanism, 
as well as the centralization and restructuring of 
the risk unit currently occurring in many financial 
institutions. Crucially, it examines the increased 
externalization of the risk function, its broader role, 
and the changing nature and impact of the services 
it delivers to the wider organization.

To gain a deeper understanding of the overall 
landscape, Chartis and TCS conducted both 
quantitative and qualitative research. This consisted 
of an extensive survey and a series of interviews 
and discussions focusing on CROs and risk IT staff 
within the risk unit as a whole. 

1  When we refer to the ‘CRO function’ we don’t just mean CROs. CROs can now have several people reporting to them, all of whom 
undertake a variety of tasks, including risk IT, risk methodology, quantitative development and technology risk. The overall risk function 
can be relatively large in some bigger organizations and highly distributed by business, geography and functional group. Some big 
banks can have hundreds of CROs, with many dedicated CROs for individual business lines under a group CRO.

 
The research and analysis is contained in a series 
of seven reports: 

• An introductory report, The Future of the Risk 
Enterprise: Enabling growth and competitive 
advantage, which provides an overview of 
the key findings and recommendations of our 
research. 

• Five reports that consider firms in sub-sectors 
of the finance industry: retail banks, universal 
banks, buy-side firms (asset managers, 
hedge funds, etc.), insurance companies and 
investment banks. In these we examine the 
specific pressures faced by firms in each sector 
and analyze how the risk function is evolving 
within each type of institution. 

• A benchmarking report, Benchmarking the 
Risk Function: A Framework, which focuses 
on the benchmarks, roadmaps and analytical 
frameworks Chartis Research and TCS have built 
to enable financial institutions to analyze and 
understand where they stand relative to their 
peers.
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In the past, retail banking customers went 
to a bank branch to meet and transact with 
someone face to face – a situation that has largely 
disappeared. Even before the arrival of FinTechs, 
retail finance was becoming an increasingly digital 
and industrialized business in Europe and the US, 
and parts of the supply chain were restructuring.

Retail products now tend to be digital, and many 
aspects of retail finance capabilities (even more 
basic functions) are increasingly analytical, with a 
focus on data optimization and processing speed. 
A broad range of automated retail finance analytics 
is now at firms’ disposal, along with a large 
amount of data with many diverse applications and 
complex relationships. 

Credit risks continue to be the central challenge for 
the risk office. Pre-existing models (and standard 
statistical techniques) have often struggled 
against the non-linearity inherent in generating 
cross-sectional aggregates. They have also had 
issues with analyzing and consolidating retail 
behavior, whether in retail banking or other retail 
finance activities (such as retail insurance or retail 
brokerage).

Dynamics and impacts

An expanded universe

The retail finance sector is being reshaped 
by several transformative forces, but four key 
overarching trends stand out:

• The wave of digitalization in retail finance is 
almost complete, and a new generation of core 
banking (and credit underwriting and decisioning) 
platforms is making significant inroads.

• Computational costs are lower, allowing 
firms to use a broader set of statistical, risk and 
optimization tools that can be applied in retail 
contexts. Previously many of these approaches 
could only have been applied in wholesale 
contexts.

• There has been a vast and rapid increase in the 
availability of data.

• Business practices are more flexible, and there  
is the possibility of mass customization.

Alternative data

A powerful force in retail finance analytics has 
been financial institutions’ use of alternative and 
transaction data (see Figures 1 and 2).

The range and variety of decision-making tools 
and models in retail finance analytics is extremely 
varied, and the mathematical specification of these 
models can be extremely complex. Goal definition, 
for example, or managing the portfolio in the 

2. Overview and context
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Figure 1: Many types of alternative data

Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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context of anticipated fund transfer, can become 
very complicated. For firms, ensuring that they 
have the relevant data to enable the computational 
infrastructure to handle these complex non-linear 
decisions is equally non-trivial. In fact, one of the 
key dynamics in retail finance is the building of 
a digital infrastructure that can enable non-linear 
decisions such as those outlined above.

Three evolutionary themes

Against this background, we have identified three 
themes that stand out in the evolution of retail risk 
analytics, an area which is becoming increasingly 
complex (see Figure 3):

• Retail pricing optimization

• Retail credit scoring

• Retail behavioral models and aggregation

Behavioral dynamics: increasingly embedded 
in models

Behavioral dynamics are becoming increasingly 
embedded within banking credit models and 
credit portfolio management tools. Behavioral 
models leverage data gleaned from the implied 
risks of traded assets, specifically securitized retail 
products. This ability to leverage data is the main 
reason why several prepayment data suppliers 
now increasingly sell their models to retail and 
commercial banks.
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Data Output

Low level
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Economic

Consumer
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Retail credit portfolio takes center stage
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Figure 3: Retail analytics – increasingly complex

Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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The impact of the trends and dynamics outlined 
previously on the retail value chain has been 
stark. As the value chain is largely an automated 
analytical activity, the risk function is playing a 
key role in the industrialization of retail finance. In 
this context, risk professionals and senior retail 
and consumer finance executives expect the risk 
function to play a critical role across the retail 
banking value chain (see Figures 4 and 5).

They now expect it to demonstrate several 
capabilities, including incentive design, product 
design, capital allocation, the operationalization 
of risk and a growing focus on non-financial risk 
(see Figures 6, 7 and 8). A significant number of 
respondees felt that the CRO function has strong 
inputs into product design and management, 
which include new product development, product 
control, and strategy and appetite management.
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19%

19%

20%

21%

25%

Q18: Name the touchpoints/interactions in the risk value chain 
where the CRO function can have a significant impact on 
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Figure 4: A more critical role for the risk function

Source: Chartis Research and TCS

3. The evolving role of the CRO function
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Challenges across the retail banking analytics value chain
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value chain
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Figure 5: A critical role for the risk function across the value chain

Source: Chartis Research and TCS

Figure 6: The changing nature of the risk function

Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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As highlighted by our research, the central theme 
in this shift is ‘doing more with less’, with a focus 
on financial crime and technology risk, including 
cyber and third-party risk (see Figures 9 and 10). 
Crucially, credit risk is the pivot around which the 
retail risk function and related capabilities revolve.

The CRO function’s growing involvement with 
actual product design, alongside widespread 
improvements in data analytics, is having a direct 
impact on behavioral models, pricing optimization 
and credit scoring in retail banking. Data streaming 
from various risk functions can now be embedded 
into credit models and tools.
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Figure 9: Doing more with less to improve capabilities

Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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The non-linear approach

To achieve this functional integration, the key 
challenge for firms will be enabling AI tools to 
operate within the context of existing financial 
market models and theories. The simplest theoretical 
integration entails using AI as a replacement for linear 
statistical and optimization requirements (see Figure 
11). This involves keeping theoretical frameworks 
constant but adding a layer of non-linearity through 
various styles and types of AI tools, such as deep 
learning (DL), evolutionary programming (EP) and 
Tabu searches (see Figure 12).

As our survey found, the value of this approach is 
that it preserves a high level of explainability, albeit at 
the cost of some coherence (see Figure 13). In some 
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Figure 11: A convergence of techniques

Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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contexts where inherent non-linearity means that 
considerable adjustments already have to be made 
to the inputs (such as a ‘smile curve’ in options 
markets), using faster, non-linear interpolators may 
make models theoretically more consistent. This is 
also the case in most portfolio optimization contexts 
with non-linear assets (such as derivatives or fixed-
income products or physical commodities). 

Essential tools: dynamic pricing 
and price optimization

Price optimization and client strategy management 
technologies are increasingly sophisticated 
activities that can enable banks (and other retail 
finance providers) to optimize their portfolios. 
They can incorporate a wide variety of external 
transactional and alternative data, as well as 
internal client perspectives and constraints (such 
as environmental, social and corporate governance 
[ESG] and portfolio considerations).

Price optimization is a multi-faceted strategy that 
covers a variety of entities, including product 
versions, terms and conditions (T&Cs) and 
coverage levels. These facets are stitched together 
with AI and machine learning (ML) tools, which 
factor in the optimal uptake price and maximized 
profitability (see Figure 14). Firms can leverage 
non-standard data from external and internal 
sources. Traditionally, price optimization strategies 
have had more salience in North America, although 
they are spreading worldwide as banks digitalize, 
leverage broader optimization strategies and 
embed more sophisticated risk profiles into the 
process.

Most institutions regarded the CRO’s office 
as helping in customer-facing functions by 
enabling key analytical facets of those strategies. 
IT was seen as a consumer-facing function, 
and in analytical decision-making (portfolio 
recommendation in retail broker dealers, 
financing strategy in mortgage finance, etc), firms 
thought it was imperative that these ‘advisory’, 
‘planning’ and fidiucary activities were risk-aware. 
Different institutions were at different levels of 
sophistication in what could be considered as their 
activity set.

Borrower prepayment assumptions can 
have a material effect on liquidity, and 
interest rate risk measures are key to 
performing liquidity stress tests. 

Prepayment 

Best practice is to model liabilities (all liabilities 
can be other entities’ assets) by explicitly 
accounting for the relationships between 
deposit balances, deposit rates, currency effects 
and macroeconomic factors.

Non-maturing 
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How should firms estimate the proper 
usage of revolving credit facilities, and 
properly account for the liquidity and 
credit risk?

Short-term 
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Revolving 
credit 

facilities 

How should firms determine the proper 
maturity of exposures that have short 
contractual maturity (from a few days to a 
few weeks), and properly account for the 
liquidity and credit risk?

Dynamic pricing –
using AI to stitch together different product facets 

Terms and 
conditions

Coverage Riders

Figure 14: Dynamic pricing – using AI to stitch the components 
together

Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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Integrating the risk function 
into product and consumer-
facing functions

Figure 15 illustrates different branches of banking 
(such as wealth strategies and tax planning), 
highlighting how retail finance has many linkages, 
especially to the wholesale sector. Equally, retail 
analytics (such as credit scoring, behavioral 
analytics and risk profiling) are increasingly being 
linked across the enterprise, and more aggregated 
models are emerging (see Figure 16).

The various types of retail activities (such as 
credit stratgeies, tax and estate planning, lifestyle 
advice, etc.) can, and often should, interact. There 
are, however, many analytical, data, technological 
and privacy bottlenecks, although successfully 
integrating different aspects of financial advisory 
and planning/retail finance can yield significant 
rewards.
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Figure 16: Building broader analytics

Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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Retail externalization and 
centralization in financial 
planning and wealth 
management

Retail institutions increasingly provide a variety 
of risk control functions for their clients and large 
retail entities, as well as support for distributors 
and smaller entities (see Figure 17).
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routing
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- Validate complex transactions
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   Retail institutions increasingly provide a variety of risk control functions for their 
clients and large retail entities, as well as support for distributors and smaller entities.

Figure 17: Risk and control functions provided across the value chain

Source: Chartis Research and TCS
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Across the entirety of this research we have 
explored strategic shifts in the way that risk 
departments and functions are being organized, 
how they are interacting with other business 
groups, and how far they and their institutions have 
moved toward commercializing and externalizing 
the risk function and its activities. This has involved 
an analysis of the mechanism by which risk units 
are involved, directly or indirectly, with customer 
management – how the risk function is enabling 
customers of institutions to manage and control 
their own risks. 

The research has revealed enormous variance 
in these situations and approaches. Some risk 
organizations are centralized, some are highly 
distributed, some collaborate closely with their 
business units, some even have special units 
designed to collaborate. Still others are highly 
commercialized, providing repackaged services to 
create commercial value and/or stronger customer 
relationships. From the institutions’ perspective, 
some of this repackaging and commercialization 
serves strong business ends, enabling them to 
‘de-risk’ in a way that does not disrupt existing 
customer relationships. 

Looking ahead, we expect these themes – greater 
interaction with front-line business units and 
greater commercialization and externalization of 
risk units – to continue and expand across the 
industry as organizations and risk units mature. 
The mechanics of these developments will vary 
from organization to organization. We will see 
greater diversification of the personnel who work 
within risk units to include a wider variety of 
backgrounds, such as technology and financial risk, 
engineering, data science and other disciplines 
that complement core risk capabilities. 

As we have noted, there are correct and incorrect 
ways for firms to approach the evolving risk 
function and its fit within the wider organization. 
Any plans must be properly structured – firms’ 
response to these evolving dynamics will vary 
depending on their size and type and the nature 
of their customer relationships. Institutions must 
manage the necessary growth and change, but 
they must also calibrate and measure themselves 
appropriately as they evolve. This is a complex 
process, and to succeed firms will have to break 
down some existing cultural ideas around how risk 
units should be organized. 

In that context, when establishing this culture, 
processes and methodologies are often far 
more important than high-level conceptual 
approaches. Senior management must consider 
the organizational maturity of the risk function 
and what it needs to achieve, setting out very 
clear guidelines and targets around the level of 
interaction between risk and other business units. 
As our research highlights, formal rules, processes 
and methodologies are vital elements in driving 
risk culture throughout an organization. 

Finally, it is one thing to talk about culture and 
quite another to define and communicate it 
effectively. The more formal rules and well-defined 
methodologies firms have, the more likely they 
are to avoid problems. And carefully benchmarking 
how they are achieving this is key – what you 
can’t measure you don’t understand and you can’t 
control.

Retail banking: close 
collaboration

The level of support and interaction required 
from the risk function is probably greater in retail 
finance than in any other sector. The level of 
riskiness embedded in particular products depends 
on the type of customer the product is going 
to – a dynamic not well understood on the retail 
side, and one that is becoming harder to grasp as 
products become more complex.

Business lines rarely have the quant skills to 
incorporate risk effectively into product design and 
customer interactions, so any entity with a retail 
banking unit will have to work closely with risk 
teams to design and incorporate the required risk 
capabilities, either directly or through the finance 
department. 

4. The way forward




